On the Invention of Identity Politics: The Buraku Outcastes in Japan
J. Mark Ramseyer | Review of Law & Economics
"Using 14 national censuses and a wide variety of first-hand accounts, I trace the creation of a largely fictive identity for Japan’s putative outcastes and the transformation of their nominal human rights organization into (on several crucial dimensions) a heavily criminal extortion machine."

‘If You Look At the Sky You Step in Sh*t’: Horizons of Possibility and Migration From Serbia
Dana N. Johnson | Social Anthropology
"Following nearly two decades of wartime 'entrapment', in 2009 the conditions of possibility for mobility fundamentally changed for Serbian citizens. Of both symbolic and material consequence, Serbia's return to respectable geopolitical standing also marked a shift toward more nuanced stance-taking in relation to mobility..."

Kurdish Linguicide in the “Saddamist” State
Kaziwa Salih | Genocide Studies International
"...Linguicide better captures the practices of cultural genocide that have targeted this group. This paper focuses on how the Kurds in modern-day Iraq were subjected to linguicide under the Language Education Policy (LEP) from 1932 to 1991..."

Political Economy of China’s Investment in Malaysia (2009-2018)
Elsa Lafaye de Micheaux | Bandung
"Breaking with the former logics of traditional investors (European, US then Japanese) who concentrated on the West Coast of the Peninsular Malaysia, the new sectors for Chinese investments in Malaysia are mainly in the metal industry, transport infrastructures and ports, as well as real estate."

What LED To the Boom? Unpacking China’s Development Cooperation in Latin America
Bernabé Malacalza | World Affairs
"What led to the boom of Chinese development cooperation in Latin America? This article provides a systematic analysis of China’s foreign behavior, motives, and policies regarding development cooperation toward the region between 2000 and 2014."

Global and Local Food Value Chains in Africa: A Review
Feyaerts Hendrik, Van Den Broeck Goedele, Maertens Miet | Agricultural Economics
"...On the one hand, the development and expansion of global value chains may create competition with local value chains for land, labor, water, soil nutrients and other resources. On the other hand, positive spillover effects, such as investment, technical or institutional spillovers, may occur and spur the development of local value chains."

Oligarchs in Ukrainian Foreign Policymaking: Examining Influences in Transnational Politics
Lidiya Zubytska | Jahrbuch für Wirtschaftsgeschichte / Economic History Yearbook
"...The oligarchic interests in Ukraine are key components in understanding how Ukraine's leaders built the country's foreign relations with the EU and Russia in the post-Orange revolution period, under the presidency of Viktor Yushchenko and in the first two years of Viktor Yanukovych, from 2005 to 2012."
"Hero of modern-day conservatives, Ronald Reagan was not even conservative enough for some of his most ardent supporters in his own time-and today his practical, often bipartisan approach to politics and policy would likely be deemed apostasy."

"Brexit has the potential to change everything - from the shape of government institutions, to the main political parties, from Britain’s relationship with its near neighbour Ireland to its international trading."

"This book challenges the dominant view that US-Russia relations have entered a new Cold War phase. Russia’s US strategy, it argues, can only be understood in the context of a changing international order."

"The push towards digital sovereignty is frequently criticized as a Trojan horse for authoritarian measures. It’s tremendously naive to think it the only explanation."

"Understanding the structure of debt, including the ratio of internal to external debt, is key to understanding the current socioeconomic crisis that has spilled into the streets."

"A coup it is, as the outcome of a larger crisis. On some level, what has re-emerged in Bolivia are a series of contradictions that the MAS managed to navigate effectively for a time."

"Competition over investment and lending is more limited, but the situation could change rapidly with China and Russia giving clear signs of a stronger than ever strategic partnership."

"This work illustrates solutions that may be suitable for African jurisdictions in particular, hopefully assisting governments across the continent in developing their own tailor-made regulatory approach."

"Trade agreements can contribute to long term development - and thus to addressing the causes of flight and migration - as long as they consistently pursue sustainable development and real market opening."
The Rise of African Nationalism Post WWI
Phoebe Musandu | Georgetown University Qatar
"This talk offers a comprehensive, multidisciplinary examination of the critical political, cultural, and economic dynamics of the world a hundred years ago."

Before the Flood: The Itaipu Dam and the Visibility of Rural Brazil
Jacob Blanc | Center for Latin American Studies
"In the 1970s and 1980s, Brazilian communities facing displacement by the Itaipu Dam - which is now largest producer of hydroelectric power in the world - stood up against the military officials overseeing the dam’s construction."

Foreign Intimacies, Diasporic Nostalgias, and North Korea
Christine Kim | Social Justice Institute UBC
"What we might call the foreign intimacies between North Korea and Korean diasporas often take the form of diasporic desires for a reunified Korea as well as collective feelings of deep sadness or even guilt over the human rights violations committed in North Korea."

PODCASTS

Whistleblowers: Honesty in America From Washington To Trump
Allison Stanger | Podcast for the UCLA Burkle Center for International Relations
"Analyzing a range of whistleblowing episodes, from the corrupt Revolutionary War commodore Esek Hopkins to Edward Snowden, to the dishonesty of Donald Trump, the guest reveals the centrality of whistleblowing to the health of American democracy."

Continental Vision: Eurasia According To China
Nadège Rolland, Zhiguang Yin | The UI Podcast
"Since the 19th century, geographers and other specialists have discussed the idea that Europe and Asia are not separate continents but actually joined together geographically to form a single continent of Eurasia. How is the idea of Eurasia viewed in China?"

Understanding Ukraine, Russia and U.S. Interests in the Region
Randy Credico | KPFA
"Does a system of great powers necessarily imply a struggle for world primacy? Do great states merely hold onto what is theirs, or do they reach for more?"